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ABSTRACT
This third blog on Automatic Machine Learning used QDA Miner/WordStat to undertake
Topic Modelling of American Presidential inaugural speeches.
The blog presented evidence to support the view that the American Presidential inaugural
speeches were reflective of the:
o political party of the incoming president;
o individuality and beliefs of the incoming president;
o presidential term;
o political climate of their era; and
o time period (i.e. century and year).
It also presents a highly reliable AC-ML model for predicting political parties from the
presidential inaugural speeches.
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AIMS
To undertake Topic Modelling of American Presidential inaugural speeches using QDA
Miner/WordStat.
METHODS
In this study, we:
• sourced corpora on American Presidential inaugural speeches from Wikisource;
• uploaded cleaned texts into QDA Miner 5 and undertook text analytics in WordStat 8
as described previously (WordStat/QDA Miner Users Manuals; Nyakuengama 2018;
Nyakuengama 2019 b); and
• undertook topic modelling of the corpora by: political party; time period of the
speech (i.e. century and year); the individual president and their presidential term as
described previously (WordStat/QDA Miner Users Manuals).
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RESULTS

Top 5 Topics
From the presidential inaugural speeches, we identified five main topics: USA, national and
foreign affairs, revenue, human rights and the executive office.

Political Party
Below are images showing the relative importance of these topics along political party lines,
as referenced in the presidential speeches.
Figure 1: Rate per 10,000 words: Political parties on the topic “USA”

Interpretation
The Whig and Federalists presidential inaugural speeches mentioned the USA the most.

Figure 2: Rate per 10,000 words: Political parties on the topic “national and foreign affairs”

Interpretation
The Democratic-Republican and Federalists presidential inaugural speeches mentioned
national and foreign affairs the most.
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Figure 3: Rate per 10,000 words: Political parties on the topic “revenue”

Interpretation
The Whig and Federalists presidential inaugural speeches mentioned revenue the most.

Figure 4: Rate per 10,000 words: Political parties on the topic “the executive office”

Interpretation
President George Washington’s and the Whig presidential inaugural speeches mentioned
the executive office and its functions the most. President Washington did not belong to a
political party.

Detailed breakdowns of the five topics in the presidential inaugural speech are at
Appendix 1.
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Figure 5: Rate per 10,000 words: Political parties on the topic “human rights”

Interpretation
Republican and Democratic parties’ presidential inaugural speeches mentioned human
rights the most.
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Results in Figures 1 – 2 suggest that the Democratic and Republic parties’ presidential
inaugural speeches were most the similar, as were the Democratic-Republic and Whig
parties. The remaining two political parties, Federalist and None, were the most dissimilar.

Figure 1: Case-occurrence: Similarity Index - Political parties

Figure 2: Correspondence Analysis: Political parties
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Table 1 shows most common words spoken by top words by the political parties.
Table 1: Deviance Table: political parties’ most characteristic words (features)

Detailed breakdowns of the five topics in the presidential inaugural speech are at
Appendix 1.
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The confusion matrix in Figure 9 shows a highly accurate and precise AML-DC model built on
the corpora’s features to predict political parties.
Figure 9: Confusion matrix: Political parties

Note:
The leave-one validation method and inverse document frequency (or IDF) feature weighting
were used, as described previously (Nyakuengama 2018).
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Presidents
Figure 10: Case-occurrence: Similarity Index - Presidents

Interpretation
• Presidents’ names connected by a horizontal lines were the most similar. The vertical
lines in the connecting lines indicates level of similarity (similarity index).
• We see that:
o Early presidents were more similar as were most, recent presidents.
o Presidents Barack Obama and Clinton, and George W Bush were most similar.
o Presidents Donald Trump and Lyndon Johnson were similar, albeit were
weakly so.
o President Roosevelt’s inaugural speech was the most unique.
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Figure 11: Correspondence Analysis: Presidents

Interpretation
• We see that:
o Early Presidents were more similar as were most, recent Presidents.
o Most recent Presidents - Barack Obama and Bill Clinton, Jimmy Cutter and
George W Bush were most similar.
o President Donald Trump is not in the same cluster as recent Presidents.
Nonetheless, Presidents Bill Clinton, Richard Nixon and Lynton Johnson are at
the same distance, along the horizontal axis.
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Table 2: Deviance Table: Presidents’ most characteristic words (features)

Interpretation
• We see the individuality, their beliefs and ideologies of the incoming president
through their characteristic words.
• We also see the most pressing issues on their minds at the time of speech.
• All recent Presidents mentioned America and Americans very frequently.
Detailed breakdowns of the five topics in the presidential inaugural speech are at
Appendix 1.
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Presidential term
Most of the 59 inaugural speeches were first-term (68%). Second-term speeches accounted
for a third (29%) of the cases. The third-term and fourth-term inaugural speeches were only
very rare (2%, each).
Our results (Figures 12-13) suggests that the first-and second-term speeches were the most
similar. Additionally, the third- and four-term speeches were very different and were all
made by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
Figure 12: Case-occurrence: Similarity Index - Presidential term

Figure 3: Correspondence Analysis: Presidential term
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Table 3 shows the most characteristic words used by presidents, by presidential terms.
Presidential agendas were longest in the first and second terms. Also, their themes were
most similar.
Table 3: Deviance Table: presidential term’s most characteristic words (features)

Detailed breakdowns of the five topics in the presidential inaugural speech are at
Appendix 1.
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Time Period of the speech – year and century
The following images show a clear distinction between of the inaugural speeches by years
and century. This is perhaps reflective of the prevailing important socio-economic and
political pressures of the times when the speeches were given.
Our results clearly show that presidential inaugural speeches from the 18th and 19th
centuries were more alike, as were those from the 20th and 21st centuries (Figures 14 and
16). Analyses of the actual years within those centuries support this view (Figures 15, 1719).
Figure 4: Case-occurrence: Similarity Index - Centuries

Figure 5: Case-occurrence: Similarity Index - Years
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Figure 6: Case-occurrence by centuries

Figure 7: Case-occurrence by year
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Figure 8: Heatmap by year – showing examples of characteristic words from earlier years

Figure 9: Heatmap by year – showing examples of characteristic words from recent years

Detailed breakdowns of the five topics in the presidential inaugural speech are at
Appendix 1.
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DISCUSSION
Nyakuengama (2019a) discussed the theorical aspects of automatic document classification
using machine learning (AC-ML). He later presented a step-by-step tutorial on AC-ML using
QDA Miner/WordStat (Nyakuengama, 2019b).
The current study continued the machine learning journey and show-cased Topic Modelling
using QDA Miner/WordStat.
In this study we:
• presented evidence to support the view that the American Presidential inaugural
speeches were given in the context of the:
o political party of the incoming president;
o individuality and beliefs of the incoming president;
o presidential term;
o political climate of their era; and
o time period (i.e. century and year).
• prepared detailed breakdowns of the topics by political party, president, presidential
term and era - see the linked media at Appendix 1.
• built a highly reliable AC-ML model for predicting political parties following
Nyakuengama (2018; 2019b) and Normand Peladeau (2018).

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we find that QDA Miner/WordStat are the tools-of-choice for advanced
political- and temporal-text data analytics where results need to be usable, robust and easy
to interpret.
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APPENDIX 1
From the American Presidential inaugural speeches, we identified five main topics: USA,
national and foreign affairs, revenue, human rights and the executive office.
Below is a linked media showing some highly detailed breakdowns of these topics by
political parties, centuries, years and presidential terms:
https://videopress.com/v/7TB0ptTw
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